EXAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK

1) Standard Example:
PEER INTERVIEW FOR RE-MIX DANCE VIDEO PROJECT

Personal Identity
Who, what, where? From, going to?
Junior, from Korea, major in Operations Management, plan to go back to Korea
What is unique about you?
Lived in many countries: Indonesia, Canada, United States
Have a brother that is 20 years younger

Cultural Identity
Skills? Occupations? Spiritual orientation?
One brother, one sister
Catholic & Buddhist
Traditions you belong to or practice?
For the son in the family there is a tradition of yearly remembering the dead.
Personal innovations that you contribute to those traditions?
(Left blank)
How do you move? How do you like to move? What dances do you do? Physical activities
I don’t like JUDO, like other people,
I like to move fast
Shapes you like to make?
Soft and smooth
What types of space do you move through? Directions do you face, move towards?
Likes facing and travelling forward, wants more space but OK with moving in tight spaces
What have you seen/experienced/learned about in this class so far?
All of the dances
Body feels constrained, by being tired, not enough sleep
Can’t do the splits, wants to be able to
Peer Reflection
List of suggestions to explore in movement and dance:
Explore bowing

[Type text]
Explore soft and smooth shapes
Explore moving backwards
Explore sleep walking
Explore moving from place to place
Explore doing JUDO, but softly and smoothly
Explore extending your body (version of splits)
At least seven!

Link to film of final project: https://iu.box.com/shared/static/n5wj5u5idd60mkxwltsg.mp4
Satisfactory Example, link to film of final project:
https://iu.box.com/shared/static/wqr0gljjddfb8m14weu.wmv
Exemplary Example, link to film of final project: